Under US federal law, fisheries data on individual fishers (catch and location of catch) are confidential (50 CFR 229.11) and de-identification of fishers/vessels is not considered sufficient to protect confidentiality. Fishing data can only be made publicly available when data from three or more vessels are combined (averaged). Thus, spatial point data has to be aggregated into grid cells (with 3 or more vessels fishing within each grid cell). The daily fishing log (DFL) data used for this manuscript are spatial point data, which contain confidential information on the fishing locations and catch of individual vessels. Confidential raw data are stored at the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) office in Dutch Harbor, Alaska (907-581-1239; <dfg.dutchharbor@alaska.gov>). Anyone wishing to access raw data can contact Miranda Westphal (<miranda.westphal@alaska.gov>); however, they will have to obtain a confidentiality agreement with ADF&G, which is at the discretion of ADF&G. A supplemental table in this manuscript contains DFL data aggregated by grid cells. These "semi-raw" data will allow others to fully repeat some of the analyses in this manuscript, while other analyses can be conducted, but at a coarser scale.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

The exploitation of red king crab (RKC), *Paralithodes camtschaticus*, in Bristol Bay, Alaska, has had a long history, beginning with Japanese harvests in the 1920s \[[@pone.0201190.ref001]\]. In the late 1960s the domestic fishery greatly expanded, with harvests peaking in 1980 and then rapidly declining over the next few years, resulting in fishery closure in 1983 and again in 1994 and 1995 \[[@pone.0201190.ref002],[@pone.0201190.ref003]\]. Since then, Bristol Bay RKC have recovered to smaller yet sustainable stock levels \[[@pone.0201190.ref002]\] that continue to support one of the most valuable shellfish fisheries in Alaska, with an ex-vessel value ranging over US\$62--117 million annually between 2005 and 2014 \[[@pone.0201190.ref004]\].

The Bristol Bay RKC fishery primarily occurs on the middle shelf of the southeastern Bering Sea, south of 58^o^N and east of 165^o^W at depths between 50 and 100 m. This crab stock is co-managed by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), but ADF&G is responsible for day-to-day management under the guidance of the federal king and Tanner crab fishery management plan. Historically, this fishery was managed as "limited entry", with a guideline harvest level (aka catch quota) set each season for those with permits to participate. The large incentive for vessels to "race for fish" and harvest crab faster than competitors, created many environmental, economic, and safety concerns \[[@pone.0201190.ref005]\]. In 2005, management changed to a crab rationalization program \[[@pone.0201190.ref006]\], whereby each harvester is now allocated a percentage (individual fishing quota) of the total allowable catch, and there is no longer a need to "race for fish" because quotas can be harvested any time over the three-month season (October 15 --January 15) \[[@pone.0201190.ref007]\]. This unique program also allocated processing quota shares, as well as community protections that require a certain portion of the catch to be landed in particular regions \[[@pone.0201190.ref005]\].

In addition to catch restrictions for the target fishery, Bristol Bay RKC are protected from bycatch in the trawl fisheries through trawl closure areas ([Fig 1](#pone.0201190.g001){ref-type="fig"}) and bycatch limits \[[@pone.0201190.ref008]\]. The Red King Crab Savings Area (RKCSA) was designed to protect adult RKC and prohibits non-pelagic trawls year-round, except in the Red King Crab Savings Sub-Area (RKCSS). Fishing may occur in the sub-area as long as crab abundance in the previous year was high enough to support a directed crab fishery. For the remainder of the manuscript, references to the RKCSA pertain only to the non-trawlable portion, excluding the RKCSS. To protect juvenile RKC, non-pelagic trawling is also prohibited in the Nearshore Bristol Bay Trawl Closure Area (NBBTCA). RKC are a prohibited species in non-pelagic trawl fisheries, meaning that when a designated bycatch limit is reached, all of Zone 1 ([Fig 1](#pone.0201190.g001){ref-type="fig"}) is closed to non-pelagic trawling \[[@pone.0201190.ref008]\].

![Protected areas for Bristol Bay red king crab in the southeastern Bering Sea.\
Map shows areas closed to bottom trawling (RKCSA and NBBTCA) and open to trawling, but with bycatch limitations (Zone 1 and RKCSS). Asterisk indicates location of M2 Mooring.](pone.0201190.g001){#pone.0201190.g001}

RKC distributions vary over both seasonal and interannual time scales due to ontogeny, seasonal reproductive cycles, and variable environmental factors. RKC migrate to shallow waters in late winter, and larval release, molting, and mating occur in the spring \[[@pone.0201190.ref009]--[@pone.0201190.ref011]\]. In the Bering Sea, female RKC typically remain in shallow waters, while males migrate to deeper waters in the late summer and autumn \[[@pone.0201190.ref012]\]. However, decadal-scale trends in temperature also lead to shifts in distribution of benthic species, including RKC \[[@pone.0201190.ref003],[@pone.0201190.ref013]\]. The Bering Sea oscillates between warm and cold temperature regimes, largely driven by sea ice extent \[[@pone.0201190.ref014],[@pone.0201190.ref015]\]. In cold years, with greater sea ice extent and later ice retreat in the spring, a pool of cold (\< 2 ^o^C) bottom water (called the "cold pool") persists in the southeastern Bering Sea throughout the summer and into autumn until vertical mixing occurs \[[@pone.0201190.ref014]\]. In contrast, the cold pool is further north in warm years \[[@pone.0201190.ref013]\], and bottom waters in the southeastern Bering Sea are several degrees warmer \[[@pone.0201190.ref014]\]. Over the past 12 years, 2005 and 2014--2016 were warm years, 2006 was a moderate year, and 2007--2013 were cold years \[[@pone.0201190.ref015]\]. In recent cold years (e.g., 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012), summer distribution of RKC shifted from central Bristol Bay to nearshore regions along the Alaska Peninsula \[[@pone.0201190.ref016]\]. Shifts in distribution, particularly if unaccounted for in management efforts, are cause for concern, because they may leave crab more vulnerable to habitat disturbance and unintended bycatch \[[@pone.0201190.ref016]\].

Stock assessments for Bristol Bay RKC are primarily based on the NMFS eastern Bering Sea continental shelf bottom trawl survey for crab and groundfish \[[@pone.0201190.ref017]\]. This survey has been conducted annually since 1975 in early June through late July/early August, providing an excellent time series with which to examine abundance trends and summer crab distributions. However, no complimentary survey is conducted during the autumn or winter. Thus, our knowledge of autumn/winter crab distributions is based on catch data from the fishing industry collected from fish tickets (landing records), and by onboard observers and port samplers. These data are generally reported by large ADF&G statistical areas (0.5^o^ latitude x 1^o^ of longitude) \[[@pone.0201190.ref018]\], that do not allow for examination of fishing effort or crab distributions on a finer spatial scale. Data on the spatial distribution of crab bycatch in groundfish fisheries are also available, but only for areas where trawling is permitted. Lack of detailed data on winter RKC distributions is of concern because most RKC bycatch in non-pelagic groundfish trawls occurs in the winter, especially in the rock sole (*Lepidopsetta* spp.) fishery \[[@pone.0201190.ref016],[@pone.0201190.ref019]\]. Recognizing the effects of temperature on crab distribution, the North Pacific Fishery Management Council called for an examination of the effectiveness of the current trawl closure areas in Bristol Bay in reducing RKC bycatch \[[@pone.0201190.ref016],[@pone.0201190.ref020]\]; however, without detailed data on winter RKC distributions, the effectiveness of trawl closure areas has been difficult to evaluate. This study used catch per unit effort (CPUE) data from fishermen's logbooks during the autumn RKC fishery to infer crab distributions shortly before the start of winter trawl fisheries.

Daily fishing logs (DFLs), kept by skippers in the RKC fleet since rationalization in 2005, can help improve our understanding of legal sized (≥ 165 mm carapace width) male RKC distributions outside the summer survey period. DFLs contain detailed information on RKC catch and location during the late autumn/early winter fishery, especially for the first month of the fishery when the majority of crab quotas (74%-- 100%) are filled (October 15^th^--November 14^th^). DFLs are hand-written by skippers, and carbon copies are submitted to NMFS and ADF&G each year. In addition to DFLs, onboard observer data also provide information on RKC distributions within each fishing season. Since 2005 Bristol Bay RKC observers have recorded detailed data on the catch in sampled pots (aka traps), but they only sample approximately 5% of the pots on 20% of the vessels, equating to \~1--2% of total pots in the fishery annually \[[@pone.0201190.ref018]\]. Rather than very specific information on just a few pots, DFLs provide an average catch for each pot string (group of \~30 pots) across the entire fishery.

We digitized DFLs from 2005 through 2016 to elucidate the spatial and temporal changes in the winter distribution of legal Bristol Bay RKC. We compared patterns from DFL data to information gained from observer data to determine if these two different sources of information collected from the same fishery yielded similar spatial patterns. Although observer data are more precise for the pots sampled, there are fewer observations, and thus they may not cover the same spatial area. Based on autumn crab distributions from DFLs, we evaluated the effectiveness of the trawl closure areas, and how shifts in RKC distribution relate to large-scale temperature regimes in the Bering Sea.

Methods and approach {#sec002}
====================

Daily fishing log data preparation {#sec003}
----------------------------------

DFLs are hand written on carbon paper, with 5 copies of each entry; ADF&G and NMFS each get one copy, while the original stays with the vessel. We used ADF&G copies because archived logs were more accessible and ADF&G copies were expected to be more legible, as they are the second carbon copy, whereas NMFS has the fourth carbon copy. Data from all Bristol Bay RKC DFLs from 2005 through 2016 were entered by hand into spreadsheets, accounting for 29,973 records. Very few records (\< 1%) were illegible or incomplete, with an unknown number of DFL pages missing. To evaluate the completeness of these records we compared total catch for each year from DFL records to the fishery records of total catch recorded in the crab stock assessment and fishery evaluation (SAFE) reports \[[@pone.0201190.ref021]\]. [Fig 2](#pone.0201190.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows that these DFL records encompass a large proportion of the total crab fished each year, from 87.5% in 2005 to 96.6% in 2008.

![Bristol Bay red king crab catch over 2005--2016.\
A comparison of catch reported in daily fishing logs (DFLs) and in the crab stock assessment and fishery evaluation (SAFE) report.](pone.0201190.g002){#pone.0201190.g002}

In the Bristol Bay RKC fishery, crab pots are generally set in straight rows, called strings (29.5 ± 23.9 pots \[mean pots per string ± 1 SD\]; 10.4 ± 10.2 km \[mean string length ± 1 SD\]). Each DFL entry represents an entire string, not an individual pot, with the following recorded: coordinates and depth of the first and last pot in each string, date and time pots were set and retrieved, number of pots set and lost, and number and weight of legal RKC caught and retained. Catch per pot was calculated for each DFL string as the number of crab caught divided by the number of pots hauled (pots set minus pots lost). Soak time (63.6 ± 47.3 hours \[mean ± 1 SD\]) had little effect on catch per pot (R^2^ = 0.05), thus it was not taken into account in these analyses, and nominal catch per pot is used for CPUE.

To eliminate biases from extreme values, data were trimmed in two ways for spatial analyses. First, only strings with \> 5 and ≤ 100 pots were included. Strings with only a few pots have a small sample size and are likely to give highly variable values for CPUE, while strings with many pots are unlikely to be set in straight lines and likely cover a larger spatial area than can be understood by the two sets of coordinates provided. In addition, strings with a linear length greater than 20 km were excluded, because they did not provide sufficiently fine spatial resolution. After trimming, records for 26,892 strings remained (90% of total data). The resultant mean string length was reduced to 8.0 ± 3.6 km (±1 SD), and the number of pots per string was reduced to 25.4 ± 12.0 (±1 SD). For each trimmed record, the string midpoint was calculated by averaging the start and end coordinates of the string. The string midpoints were used in all subsequent spatial analyses.

Spatial analysis {#sec004}
----------------

In all spatial analyses, the spatial relationship, or spatial neighborhood, must be defined around each observed value (*i*) of the variable *X* of interest (i.e., CPUE) \[[@pone.0201190.ref022],[@pone.0201190.ref023]\]. A matrix of spatial weights (*w*~*ij*~) explains how each value of *i* relates to all other observed values (*j*), and which values (*j*) are included in the neighborhood around each value (*i*) \[[@pone.0201190.ref022]\]. Spatial weights define the scale of the analysis, and they affect the patterns in autocorrelation across the study area \[[@pone.0201190.ref022],[@pone.0201190.ref023]\]. Neighborhood weights can be defined in a variety of ways, including distance (*d*) from *i* or the *k* closest points to *i* \[[@pone.0201190.ref022]\]. Distances can be fixed, or they can decay with distance from *i* \[[@pone.0201190.ref024]\]. We tested five different neighborhood weighting methods, including a fixed *d* = 5, 10, and 20 km and *k* = 20 and 40 points ([S1 Fig](#pone.0201190.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A *k* of 20 and 40 gave similar results to a *d* of 5 and 10, respectively. However, using a fixed number of neighbors resulted in inherent biases with our data. Data points tended to be sparser in low CPUE areas that fishermen actively avoided, and very dense in high CPUE areas that fishermen targeted. Thus, when *k* was used to define a neighborhood, the low CPUE regions incorporated a greater area around each data point compared with the high CPUE regions. These differences in scale with CPUE made interpretation of results difficult, and we elected to use fixed distance bands, as they provide a uniform scale. Given that point data came from the midpoints of pot strings, and strings were restricted to a maximum of 20 km, the longer strings (\>10 km) would not fit within the 5 km distance band. The 20 km distance band was so large that it only gave broad patterns, especially in years when fishing occurred over a relatively small area. A distance band of 10 km gave a finer scale view of spatial relationships, while allowing the entire length of all strings to fall within the 10 km distance band of their midpoints. Therefore, results are shown using the 10 km distance band, as it is the most reasonable for this dataset; sample results with 5 km and 20 km distances are provided in [S1 Fig](#pone.0201190.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Given our choice for neighborhood weights, the matrix *w*~*ij*~ is a matrix of zeros and ones. When *j* is within 10 km of *i*, the weight is 1, meaning that *j* is included in the neighborhood of *i*.

Moran's *I*, Getis-Ord *G*~*i*~^*\**^~,~ and local Moran's *I* statistics were used to identify patterns in the spatial structure of CPUE in string midpoints from the DFL dataset \[[@pone.0201190.ref025]--[@pone.0201190.ref027]\]. We chose these methods over geostatistical techniques (e.g., kriging) because the goal of this study was to examine patterns and clustering in the point data available, rather than creating a continuous surface through interpolation \[[@pone.0201190.ref028]\].

Moran's *I* is a global statistic used to test for spatial autocorrelation in CPUE across the entire study area \[[@pone.0201190.ref026]\]: $$I = \frac{n}{\sum_{i = 1}^{n}{\sum_{j = 1}^{n}w_{i,j}}}\frac{\sum_{i = 1}^{n}{{\sum_{j = 1}^{n}{w_{i,j}\left( {x_{i} - \overline{X}} \right)}}\left( {x_{j} - \overline{X}} \right)}}{\sum_{i = 1}^{n}\left( {x_{i} - \overline{X}} \right)^{2}},$$ where $\overline{X}$ is the global mean CPUE, and *x~i~* and *x~j~* are the CPUEs at value *i* and *j*, respectively. A Moran's *I* \> 0 indicates clustering of similar values, *I* \< 0 indicates clustering of dissimilar values, and *I* = 0 indicates no autocorrelation or perfect randomness.

The Getis-Ord *G*~*i*~^*\**^ statistic was used to measure local spatial clustering and identify areas of high (hot spots) and low (cold spots) CPUE \[[@pone.0201190.ref025]\]: $$G_{i}^{*} = \frac{{\sum_{j = 1}^{n}{w_{i,j}x_{j}}} - \overline{X}{\sum_{j = 1}^{n}w_{i,j}}}{\sqrt{\frac{\sum_{j = 1}^{n}x_{j}^{2}}{n} - {\overline{X}}^{2}}\sqrt{\frac{n{\sum_{j = 1}^{n}w_{i,j}^{2}} - \left( {\sum_{j = 1}^{n}w_{i,j}} \right)^{2}}{n - 1}}}.$$ The *G*~*i*~\* statistic measures positive spatial autocorrelation. The calculation is performed for every data point (string midpoint), *i*, which tests the null hypothesis that the mean of *i* and its neighbors is equal to the global mean. When the null hypothesis is rejected, indicated by a significant *p*-value, *i* is a hot spot when *G*~*i*~\* is positive and a cold spot when *G*~*i*~\* is negative. Due to the nature of this dataset, cold spots are generally data-poor, since fishermen try to avoid these locations. Although the locations of cold spots are shown, we focus our analyses and interpretation on hot spots.

Local Moran's *I* was used as a secondary local statistic to verify results from the *G*~*i*~\* statistic. This statistic is the local equivalent of the global Moran's *I*, with: $$I_{i} = \frac{x_{i} - \overline{X}}{\frac{\sum_{j = 1,j \neq i}^{n}w_{i,j}}{n - 1} - {\overline{X}}^{2}}{\sum_{j = 1,j \neq i}^{n}{w_{i,j}\left( {x_{i} - \overline{X}} \right)}}.$$ Moran's *I*~*i*~ measures both positive and negative spatial autocorrelation, thus four significant situations can arise: high-high (*i* and its neighbors are higher than the global mean, similar to *G*~*i*~\* hot spot), low-low (*i* and its neighbors are lower than the global mean, similar to *G*~*i*~\* cold spot), high-low (*i* is a high outlier, with low neighbors), and low-high (*i* is a low outlier, with high neighbors). Unlike the *G*~*i*~\* statistic, Moran's *I*~*i*~ does not include the value of *i* in the calculation of I~*i*~, which allows for the detection of local outliers (high-low and low-high). We only report the results from the high-high scenario for comparison with the *G*~*i*~\* hot spots. The low-low scenario was poorly resolved, as these low catch areas were already data poor (see above for *G*~i~\*) and the elimination of *i* in the calculation of *I*~*i*~ further decreased the data available for calculating *I*~*i*~. Although outliers can prove interesting, they were not the focus of this study and confidentiality restrictions prevent the reporting of point data.

When local autocorrelation analyses are performed in the presence of global autocorrelation, the probability of a Type I error increases, because data points may not be independent, and multiple comparisons are performed \[[@pone.0201190.ref027],[@pone.0201190.ref029]\]. However, corrections for multiple comparisons, like Bonferroni, are too conservative, because they assume that all data points are dependent, which is unlikely \[[@pone.0201190.ref023],[@pone.0201190.ref027]\]. To be cautious, we defined significance at α = 0.01 and all p-values were calculated using permutations \[[@pone.0201190.ref030]\]. Observed statistics were compared with reference distributions created from 10,000 permutations of spatially random CPUE data. Pseudo *p*-values were calculated using one-sided significance tests, such that *p = (M + 1)/ (R + 1)*. Here, *R* is the number of permutations and *M* is the number of times the permutated statistic is greater than or equal to the observed statistic (for positive *G*~*i*~\* and *I*~*i*~) or less than or equal to the observed statistic (for negative *G*~*i*~\* and *I*~*i*~) \[[@pone.0201190.ref031]\].

Mapping {#sec005}
-------

For each year, two maps were created showing the distribution of *G*~*i*~^*\**^ and *I*~*i*~ statistics, first using CPUE data for the entire season, and second using only data from the beginning of the fishery. We defined the "beginning" of the fishery as the first 5% of crab caught out of the total legal crab in the population (hereafter referred to as "first 5%"). Total legal crab abundances in the Bristol Bay RKC population are estimated in the SAFE reports each year; we used estimates from model 2b in the 2017 SAFE \[[@pone.0201190.ref021]\]. Continued fishing effort drives down the global mean CPUE, and the total allowable catch varies among years, so hot spot analyses are not directly comparable among years when all data are used. The fishing location and catch information of crab vessels is confidential. Therefore, the string midpoint data (all data points, *i*) used in analyses cannot be shown here. To show allowable approximations of these confidential data, we aggregated data points into large irregular polygons. All aggregations were performed using a 10-km aggregation distance, meaning that data points within 10-km of each other were aggregated into the same irregular polygon. Three aggregations were performed for each map. First, all data points, *i*, were aggregated to visualize total fishing extent for each year. Second, all data points, *i*, that were determined to be hot spots were aggregated. Third, all data points, *i*, that were determined to be cold spots were aggregated.

Maps of raw data were also created to show the spatial distribution of CPUE and total catch. A hexagonal grid with 100 km^2^ grid cells was placed over the study area. The CPUE values of all string midpoints falling within a grid cell were averaged and the total crab caught per string were added for all string midpoints in a cell ([S1 Table](#pone.0201190.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To adhere to confidentiality requirements, only grid cells containing data from 3 or more vessels are shown.

Hot spots were extracted from each year and all years were overlaid on each other to examine hot spot persistence across years. The same was done for high catch regions (≥ 20,000 crab/grid cell). Because warm and cold years showed different RKC distributions, they were mapped separately. All spatial analyses were conducted in GeoDa version 1.8 \[[@pone.0201190.ref030]\], while data cleaning, pre-processing, and mapping were done in ArcGIS version 10.3 \[[@pone.0201190.ref032]\]. Data were projected onto the Alaska Albers Equal Area Conic using the North American 1983 Datum.

Observer data {#sec006}
-------------

Observers report the catch and latitude/longitude coordinates of individual pots, not strings, thus it was not necessary to trim observer data and the entire dataset was used for each year. Across the 12 focal years, observers recorded information on 13,813 pots. Observer data were analyzed using the Moran's *I* and *G*~*i*~^*\**^ statistics and mapped by aggregating points, as described above. Given that the observer dataset has fewer observations than the DFL dataset, cold spots were poorly resolved, thus we only show hot spots here.

Results {#sec007}
=======

Based on DFLs from the Bristol Bay RKC fishery, mean CPUE varied from 18 to 40 crab per pot between 2005 and 2016 ([S2 Fig](#pone.0201190.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), with high variation among years in spatial distribution and intensity of CPUE ([Fig 3](#pone.0201190.g003){ref-type="fig"}). On the global scale, positive spatial autocorrelation occurred in all years, when using observer data (*I* = 0.046--0.259; *p* \<0.001) and DFL data from the entire fishing season (*I* = 0.090--0.295; *p* \< 0.001) and only the first 5% (*I* = 0.124--0.563; *p* \< 0.001). On the local scale, statistically significant hot spots and cold spots occurred in all years, in all datasets (Figs [4](#pone.0201190.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#pone.0201190.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Spatial and temporal distribution of mean catch per unit effort (CPUE).\
Hexagonal grid cells (100 km^2^) show the mean CPUE of Bristol Bay red king crab using data from daily fishing logs (dark red ≥ 40, medium red = 35--39.9 light red = 30--34.9, cream = 25--29.9, light blue = 20--24.9, medium blue = 15--19.9, and dark blue \< 15 mean crab per pot). Only grid cells represented by ≥ 3 vessels are included due to confidentiality restrictions. Areas with restrictions on trawling are outlined in red or gray and are described in [Fig 1](#pone.0201190.g001){ref-type="fig"}.](pone.0201190.g003){#pone.0201190.g003}

![Red king crab distributions using daily fishing logs (DFLs) from the entire season.\
Red, blue, and yellow areas indicate locations where fishing occurred each fishing season (October 15^th^--January 15^th^). Red areas are detectable hot spots (*G*~*i*~\* indicating statistically significant (*α* \< 0.01) high catch per unit effort (CPUE)); blue areas are detectable cold spots (*G*~*i*~^*\**^ indicating statistically significant low CPUE); yellow areas indicate locations where CPUE was not statistically different from the mean. Black dashed lines are high-high areas using the local Moran's *I* statistic on DFL data and solid black lines are hot spots using observer data (*G*~*i*~^*\**^ statistic). Hot spots are numbered in color for each year, black when they occur in both the full dataset (this figure) and the first 5% ([Fig 5](#pone.0201190.g005){ref-type="fig"}) and red when they occur in just one dataset. Areas with restrictions on trawling are outlined in red or gray and are described in [Fig 1](#pone.0201190.g001){ref-type="fig"}.](pone.0201190.g004){#pone.0201190.g004}

![Red king crab distributions using daily fishing logs (DFLs) from the beginning of the season.\
The beginning of the fishing season (entire season October 15^th^--January 15^th^) was defined as the first 5% of crab caught out of total legal crab in the population. Red, blue, and yellow areas indicate locations where fishing occurred. Red areas are detectable hot spots (*Gi\** indicating statistically significant *(α* \< 0.01) high catch per unit effort (CPUE)); blue areas are detectable cold spots (*Gi\** indicating statistically significant low CPUE); yellow areas indicate locations where CPUE was not statistically different from the mean. Black dashed lines are high-high areas using the local Moran's *I* statistic on DFL data and solid black lines are hot spots using observer data (*Gi\** statistic). Hot spots are numbered in color for each year, black when they occur in both the full dataset ([Fig 4](#pone.0201190.g004){ref-type="fig"}) and the first 5% (this figure) and red when they occur in just one dataset. Areas with restrictions on trawling are outlined in red or gray and described in [Fig 1](#pone.0201190.g001){ref-type="fig"}.](pone.0201190.g005){#pone.0201190.g005}

Hot spot validation {#sec008}
-------------------

Hot spots and high-high areas detected using Getis-Ord *G*~*i*~^*\**^ and Moran's *I*~*i*~, respectively, were virtually identical ([Fig 4](#pone.0201190.g004){ref-type="fig"}). A few small areas were only detected in one of these analyses (e.g., 2006); henceforth, we only consider hot spots that were also high-high areas. Hot spots detected using observer data generally overlapped with those identified using DFL data, although the degree of correspondence varied among years ([Fig 4](#pone.0201190.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In many instances, the locations of DFL and observer hot spots were very similar (e.g., 2005, 2008, 2012), while in other years they did not overlap as much, or some hot spots were only detected in one of the datasets (e.g., 2010, 2011). However, observer hot spots were always near DFL hot spots and never overlapped DFL cold spots.

In general, hot spot maps from the first 5% corresponded well with the entire dataset, with most hot spots being represented in both maps (Figs [4](#pone.0201190.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#pone.0201190.g005){ref-type="fig"}; black numbered hot spots). However, some hot spots only appeared in one of the maps (Figs [4](#pone.0201190.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#pone.0201190.g005){ref-type="fig"}; red numbered hot spots). Both maps had the same hot spots in 2005 and 2012, with all other years having at least one difference. For the most part, extra hot spots occurred in the full dataset that did not occur in the first 5%. In some instances, fishing had not yet occurred in these locations in the first 5% dataset (e.g., 2006 hot spot 2, 2007 hot spot 2, 2009 hot spot 3, and 2015 hot spot 2), but in other cases fishing had occurred over at least part of the area, but the area was not considered a hot spot (e.g., 2008 hot spot 1, 2011 hot spot 4, 2016 hot spot 1). In a few years, hot spots occurred in the first 5% dataset, but not in the full dataset (e.g., 2006 hot spot 3, 2009 hot spot 5, 2014 hot spot 5).

Hot spots versus high catch areas {#sec009}
---------------------------------

Overall, the patterns in total catch per grid cell ([Fig 6](#pone.0201190.g006){ref-type="fig"}) gave similar results to the hot spot analyses ([Fig 4](#pone.0201190.g004){ref-type="fig"}). For some years, the hot spots and high catch areas (≥ 20,000 crab/ 100 km^2^) were almost identical (2010 and 2015), but for most years some differences occurred. High catch areas generally fell over hot spot areas, but they often also occurred in areas without hot spots. For example, there are high catch areas in the RKCSS in 2012 and 2013, but this area is not a hot spot in either year. Occasionally, high catch areas even occurred in the same location as cold spots (e.g., 2014). [Fig 7](#pone.0201190.g007){ref-type="fig"} shows hot spots and high catch areas that persisted for at least two years. These two metrics give very similar results, except for the area just south of the RKCSA, which is consistently a high catch area, but not a hot spot.

![Total catch of legal male red king crab in Bristol Bay using daily fishing logs.\
Hexagonal grid cells (100 km^2^) show the number of crab caught each fishing season (dark red ≥ 40,000 crab, medium red = 30,000--39,999, light red = 20,000--29,999, light blue = 10,000--19,999, medium blue = 5,000--9,999, and dark blue \< 5,000). Only grid cells represented by ≥ 3 vessels are included due to confidentiality restrictions. Areas with restrictions on trawling are outlined in red or gray and are described in [Fig 1](#pone.0201190.g001){ref-type="fig"}.](pone.0201190.g006){#pone.0201190.g006}

![Persistent hot spots and high catch areas for red king crab over 2005--2016.\
Irregular polygons are hot spots (Getis-Ord, *G*~*i*~^*\**^; [Fig 4](#pone.0201190.g004){ref-type="fig"}) that persisted in those areas for at least two years and hexagonal polygons had a high crab catch (≥ 20,00 crab caught; [Fig 6](#pone.0201190.g006){ref-type="fig"}) for at least two years. Areas with restrictions on trawling are outlined in red or gray and described in [Fig 1](#pone.0201190.g001){ref-type="fig"}.](pone.0201190.g007){#pone.0201190.g007}

Distribution with temperature regime {#sec010}
------------------------------------

In warm and cold years, hot spots occurred in different locations in Bristol Bay ([Fig 8](#pone.0201190.g008){ref-type="fig"}). In warm years (2005, 2014--2016), hot spots consistently fell in central Bristol Bay within the RKCSA ([Fig 8A](#pone.0201190.g008){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, in cold years (2007--2013), hot spots occurred in a band along the Alaska Peninsula and further east in Bristol Bay ([Fig 8B](#pone.0201190.g008){ref-type="fig"}). The exact locations and intensities of hot spots varied among cold years, but in general they were 1) south of the western section of the RKCSS, 2) in the eastern portion of the RKCSS, and 3) east of the RKCSA in the NBBTCA. In 2006, which was a moderate transition year between previous warm and subsequent cold years, the distribution was different, with a hot spot to the northeast of the RKCSA ([Fig 4](#pone.0201190.g004){ref-type="fig"}). This northern hot spot also occurred in 2007 ([Fig 4](#pone.0201190.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Hot spots and high catch areas for red king crab in warm and cold years.\
Getis-Ord hot spots, *G*~*i*~^*\**^ for catch per unit effort (A1, B1; red areas from [Fig 4](#pone.0201190.g004){ref-type="fig"}) and high crab catch areas (A2, B2; red grid cells in [Fig 6](#pone.0201190.g006){ref-type="fig"}) for Bristol Bay red king crab using daily fishing logs for A) warm years (2005, 2014--2016) and B) cold years (2007--2013) in the Bering Sea (characterized after Duffy-Anderson (2017) \[[@pone.0201190.ref015]\]). The legend indicates the number of years a hot spot or high catch area occurred in that location. Areas with restrictions on trawling are outlined in red or gray and described in [Fig 1](#pone.0201190.g001){ref-type="fig"}.](pone.0201190.g008){#pone.0201190.g008}

Trawl closure areas {#sec011}
-------------------

Over the 12-year period, 63.4% of the RKC catch occurred in no-trawl zones ([Fig 9](#pone.0201190.g009){ref-type="fig"}). On average, 32.2% of crab were caught in the RKCSA, 7.8% in the RKCSS, 31.1% in the NBBTCA, and 28.8% in other areas that can be trawled. In general, more crab were caught in closure areas in warm years than in cold years, with 2006, 2007, and 2008 having the lowest number of crab caught in protected areas.

![Bristol Bay red king crab catch across protected areas for 2005--2016.\
Bars show percent of red king crab caught in trawlable areas (RKCSS, Other) and trawl closure areas (NBBTCA, RKCSA) in the Bristol Bay red king crab fishery. NBBTCA = Nearshore Bristol Bay Trawl Closure Area, RKCSA = Red King Crab Savings Area, RKCSS = Red King Crab savings Sub-Area.](pone.0201190.g009){#pone.0201190.g009}

Discussion {#sec012}
==========

Here, we displayed the usefulness of DFLs in revealing the spatial distribution of a highly mobile commercial species across Bristol Bay, during a season when survey data are not available. The high correspondence of spatial patterns in crab distributions between DFLs and observer data help validate the accuracy of both datasets. Spatial analyses showed very different patterns in crab distribution depending on temperature regime in the Bering Sea. In warm years, crab were aggregated in a central location within the RKCSA, while in cold years they were concentrated in a band along the Alaska Peninsula. Most crab were harvested within the trawl-closure areas, yet the importance of each closure area varied by year and temperature regime.

Crab distribution {#sec013}
-----------------

Autumn distribution data from DFLs and observer reports add a new layer to our previous understanding of RKC distributions from the well-established NMFS summer trawl surveys. Comparing RKC distributions inferred from the NMFS survey and DFLs is challenging because of differences in sampling design and area covered ([S3 Fig](#pone.0201190.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The NMFS survey has equal sampling effort across most of the continental shelf, with one trawl per 20 x 20 nautical mile grid cell. In contrast, the total area covered by DFL data is more restricted, but the sampling effort within the localized area is higher, although not uniform. Nonetheless, compared with autumn DFL data, NMFS summer data typically show higher numbers of legal male crab further north and east in Bristol Bay and/or closer to the Alaska Peninsula. The differences between summer and autumn distributions of Bristol Bay RKC show the importance of examining distributions at different times of year, especially when these data inform fishery management decisions.

Hot spot analyses (Figs [4](#pone.0201190.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#pone.0201190.g005){ref-type="fig"}) and total catch ([Fig 6](#pone.0201190.g006){ref-type="fig"}) provided two distinct metrics for examining autumn distribution of RKC in Bristol Bay. Hot spots are defined here as areas with significantly higher CPUE than the annual mean. In contrast, high catch areas are places where large numbers of crab were extracted over the fishing season (≥ 20,000 crab/100 km^2^ grid cell). When a location was a hot spot, but not a high catch area, the CPUE was high, but there was not enough sustained effort in that location to catch at least 20,000 crab/100 km^2^; it is not possible to determine if these locations would have had enough crab to become high catch areas if fishing effort had been higher. High catch areas that were not hot spots had large numbers of crab extracted, but CPUE was not higher than average. These areas are consistently important areas for crab harvest, but they likely do not have large localized aggregations that can produce high CPUE. In general, hot spots and high catch areas overlapped, verifying the importance of these areas as crab habitat using two separate methods ([Fig 7](#pone.0201190.g007){ref-type="fig"}). One important area that was consistently a high catch area, but never a hot spot was the region just south of the RKCSS (Figs [4](#pone.0201190.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#pone.0201190.g006){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that crab are abundant in this region, but they are not highly aggregated, causing CPUE to be average, while large numbers of crab are extracted.

Maps of mean CPUE across the 12 study years ([Fig 3](#pone.0201190.g003){ref-type="fig"}), emphasize annual variability in CPUE distribution and intensity. Crab abundance, aggregating behavior, and management practices are all possible contributors to annual CPUE. Throughout a fishing season CPUE generally declines as crab are extracted, thus years with a higher exploitation rate would be expected to have a lower mean CPUE. From 2008 to 2011 the exploitation rate of legal RKC was halved ([S2 Fig](#pone.0201190.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which could partially explain patterns in CPUE (e.g., 2008--2010 had lower CPUE than 2011--2013; [Fig 3](#pone.0201190.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [S2 Fig](#pone.0201190.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, the steady decline in legal crab abundance, estimated to decline from 12.4 to 9.4 million crab from 2010 to 2016 \[[@pone.0201190.ref021]\], did not decrease mean CPUE. For example, CPUE was lowest in 2010 (18 crab/pot) when legal crab populations were highest and CPUE was highest (40 crab/pot) in 2016 when crab populations were lowest ([S2 Fig](#pone.0201190.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Crab CPUE could also have been affected by temperature; warm years generally had higher CPUE than cold years, thus it is probable that crab formed tighter aggregations in warm years. When CPUE maps ([Fig 3](#pone.0201190.g003){ref-type="fig"}) are compared with hot spot maps ([Fig 4](#pone.0201190.g004){ref-type="fig"}), similar, but not identical, patterns emerged. CPUE maps help emphasize that hot spots are only hot spots relative to the year in which they occur. For example, an area detected as a hot spot 2010, which had a very low mean CPUE, would not likely be a hot spot if it had occurred in 2016, when mean CPUE was twice as high.

Temperature effects {#sec014}
-------------------

Bristol Bay RKC distributions have primarily been studied for female crab around the breeding season in late spring and early summer \[[@pone.0201190.ref003],[@pone.0201190.ref010],[@pone.0201190.ref011],[@pone.0201190.ref033]\]. Adult females and at least a portion of the adult males migrate to nearshore areas for mating in the spring \[[@pone.0201190.ref010],[@pone.0201190.ref011],[@pone.0201190.ref034]\]. Migrations out of nearshore areas after breeding occur later in colder years \[[@pone.0201190.ref010],[@pone.0201190.ref011]\], because cold temperatures delay embryo maturation and mating \[[@pone.0201190.ref035],[@pone.0201190.ref036]\]. The extent and location of the Bering Sea cold pool not only affects the timing of these migrations, but is likely responsible for larger inter-annual shifts in spring distribution of female crab \[[@pone.0201190.ref003],[@pone.0201190.ref010],[@pone.0201190.ref033],[@pone.0201190.ref037]\]. For example, in the 1970s when there was a large cold pool in Bristol Bay, female crab mostly occurred in southwestern Bristol Bay, near Unimak Island ([Fig 1](#pone.0201190.g001){ref-type="fig"}). When temperatures warmed in the late 1970s and early 1980s, female crab distributions shifted to central Bristol Bay \[[@pone.0201190.ref003]\]. Overall, female RKC appear to avoid waters \< 2 ^o^C to remain in optimal temperatures for embryo development \[[@pone.0201190.ref010]\].

The influence of temperature on the distribution of male RKC is poorly understood \[[@pone.0201190.ref010]\]. During the breeding season, at least a portion of the mature male population must occur at the same nearshore sites as females, and thus be governed by the female's temperature requirements. However, in the autumn, male RKC are generally not associated with females \[[@pone.0201190.ref038]\]. DFL data clearly show that legal sized male crab have distinctly different autumn distributions during warm and cold temperature regimes ([Fig 8](#pone.0201190.g008){ref-type="fig"}). The influence of temperature on distribution was particularly apparent in 2014, the first warm year in almost a decade, when male crab returned to the location they had inhabited during the previous warm year, 2005 (Figs [4](#pone.0201190.g004){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#pone.0201190.g006){ref-type="fig"}). There are few historical data on autumn RKC distributions with which to determine if these patterns hold over longer timescales. At least in some years in the 1960s, the autumn Japanese tangle net grounds were located west of the RKCSA \[[@pone.0201190.ref034],[@pone.0201190.ref039]\], where few crab were captured in our study. However, it is unclear if this represents a difference in autumn distribution or timing of the fisheries. For example, in 1967, the so called autumn tangle net fishery occurred from July to September \[[@pone.0201190.ref034]\], while in our study most crab were caught between October 15^th^ and November 14^th^. In the United States domestic fishery, ADF&G reports catch by large statistical areas. Comparing a very cold year (1999) and a very warm year (1990) in the Bering Sea, the statistical areas are too coarse to determine whether similar distribution patterns hold as described herein; however, in both of these years more crab were caught in northern quadrants of the RKCSA than occurred in any years reported here \[[@pone.0201190.ref040],[@pone.0201190.ref041]\]. This discrepancy points to the importance of continued monitoring of the autumn distribution of legal male RKC, as future shifts in distribution are possible.

Although shifts in RKC distribution appear to be related to temperature regime, the mechanism behind the male crab response to these temperature shifts outside the breeding season requires further exploration. RKC can tolerate a wide range of temperatures; over 30 years of summer NMFS trawl surveys in the Bering Sea, RKC were found in areas where bottom temperatures were between -0.8 and 12.8 ^o^C, with an average of 3.2 ^o^C \[[@pone.0201190.ref042]\]. Bering Sea crab may migrate offshore to encounter cooler waters during warm years \[[@pone.0201190.ref043]\], or may avoid extremely cold water in years when the cold pool is present in Bristol Bay \[[@pone.0201190.ref003]\]. We propose the former is more probable for legal male crab during the autumn fishery. Regardless of temperature regime, autumn bottom water temperatures are the warmest that crab experience over the course of a year, due to vertical mixing of warm surface waters in autumn \[[@pone.0201190.ref014]\]. In a laboratory study, when placed in a thermal gradient, mature male RKC occurred across the gradient (\< 1 ^o^C to 14 ^o^C), but they typically avoided temperatures \> 4 ^o^C and on average favored waters between 2.7 and 3.0 ^o^C \[[@pone.0201190.ref044]\]. Adult males did not avoid the coldest waters and occurred equally at 0--2 ^o^C and 2--4 ^o^C water \[[@pone.0201190.ref044]\]. In years when the cold pool is present in Bristol Bay, water temperatures in the autumn rarely exceed 4 ^o^C at the M2 mooring ([Fig 1](#pone.0201190.g001){ref-type="fig"}); however, in warm years bottom temperatures generally exceed 4°C for several months in the autumn \[[@pone.0201190.ref014]\]. Thus, it is more likely that adult male crab move to avoid warm waters \> 4 ^o^C during warm years, rather than avoiding cold waters in cold years. Unfortunately, bottom water temperature is not measured across Bristol Bay in the autumn, so temperature comparisons between areas occupied by crab in warm years and cold years cannot be made.

Regardless of the causes for the observed shift in distribution, there could be consequences for crab living in different habitats. Moving westward, out of Bristol Bay, the sediment becomes finer \[[@pone.0201190.ref045]\]. In cold years, crab hot spots mostly occur where there is a sandy substrate, while in warm years the substrate in hot spot areas is a mud-sand mixture \[[@pone.0201190.ref045]\]. Sediment grain size is well known to influence benthic community structure \[[@pone.0201190.ref046],[@pone.0201190.ref047]\]. In the southeastern Bering Sea, sediment type can dictate diet and distribution of flatfishes \[[@pone.0201190.ref048]\]. RKC are generalist predators, feeding on a wide variety of organisms, including molluscs, echinoderms, polychaetes, and cnidarians \[[@pone.0201190.ref049]\]. The influence of substrate type on the distribution of benthic prey species suggests that changes in crab distribution will cause (or perhaps be driven by) shifts in the composition of their diet. For example, yellowfin sole (*Limanda aspera*) in the southern Bering Sea feed predominantly on non-segmented coelomate worms in mud-sand areas, and bivalves on sandy substrate \[[@pone.0201190.ref048]\]. RKC diets also appear to shift with prey availability \[[@pone.0201190.ref050]\]; thus RKC diets likely shift from a clam-based diet when they are living on sand in cold years, to a more worm-based diet when living over finer sediments in warm years. The energetic consequences of this suspected diet shift warrant further investigation, as well as potential competitive interactions with other predators utilizing the same prey base.

Management implications {#sec015}
-----------------------

Given the differences in crab distribution with temperature regime, observed both in summer (NMFS trawl survey) and autumn (DFL data), it is important to evaluate the effectiveness of fixed closure areas designed to protect crab from trawl fisheries. The RKCSA and NBBTCA were closed to trawling to protect adult crab and juveniles, respectively \[[@pone.0201190.ref008]\], yet limited data were available to guide the placement of these closures. The NBBTCA was placed in an area known to meet juvenile habitat requirements \[[@pone.0201190.ref051]\], while the RKCSA was created based on crab abundance from summer trawl surveys and high bycatch of RKC in a few seasons for some of the winter flatfish fisheries \[[@pone.0201190.ref008]\]. Despite the limited data to support these decisions, in the years directly after implementation of the RKCSA, bycatch rates declined \[[@pone.0201190.ref052]\] and bycatch has since remained well below the prohibited species catch \[[@pone.0201190.ref020],[@pone.0201190.ref053]\]. However, while trawl closures do have clear benefits, the displacement of trawling effort to other locations may cause additional concerns, including increased Pacific halibut (*Hippoglossus stenolepis*) bycatch \[[@pone.0201190.ref052]\]. These potential negative impacts have motivated an interest in evaluating the effectiveness of trawl closure areas in protecting Bristol Bay RKC.

DFLs yield distribution information in the autumn, just before the start of winter trawl fisheries. Such information should be particularly relevant in evaluating closure areas, relative to the summer survey data. In warm years, 60% of legal male crab were caught by the crab fishery in the RKCSA, while less than 25% were caught there in cold years ([Fig 9](#pone.0201190.g009){ref-type="fig"}). In most cold years, over 50% of crab were caught in the NBBTCA. In some cold years, crab also occurred in trawlable waters, both in the RKCSS and in other areas of Zone 1 ([Fig 1](#pone.0201190.g001){ref-type="fig"}). These data indicate that crab were caught in high numbers in the closure areas. However, this information describes the distribution of crab during the autumn crab fishery, whereas trawl closures constrain the flatfish fisheries that mostly take place in the winter. If DFL data are to inform the placement of winter trawl closures, additional study is needed to determine the relationship between autumn and winter crab distributions. Toward this end, a few years of fishery independent surveys during autumn and winter would be invaluable.

Conclusions {#sec016}
===========

DFLs can help elucidate the distribution of Bristol Bay RKC during the autumn, when standard survey data area not available. They provide insights into patterns in crab distribution with temperature regime and can help inform the placement of closure areas to achieve crab conservation objectives. DFLs provide accurate spatial data, given the similarity of results derived from observer and DFL data. Given the many uses of DFL data, it is essential that they become more accessible in the future for other Bering Sea and Aleutian Island crab fisheries (e.g., golden king crab \[*Lithodes aequispinus*\] crab, Tanner crab \[*Chionoecetes bairdi*\], snow crab \[*Chionoecetes opilio*\]). The Bristol Bay RKC fleet has begun to transition from paper to electronic logbooks, which should make these data more readily available to managers and avoid additional human transcriber errors. RKC are highly mobile species, thus the summer survey cannot fully explain their distribution; DFLs are an important tool that can supplement summer surveys, helping to improve fishery management decisions that concern crab distribution.

Supporting information {#sec017}
======================

###### Bristol Bay red king crab daily fishing log data aggregated by 100 km^2^ grid cells.

Pot strings were assigned to grid cells based on their midpoint. Grid cells with fewer than three vessels fishing in them were excluded due to confidentiality restricitons. Latitude and longitude are for the centroid of each hexagonal grid cell, as in Figs [3](#pone.0201190.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#pone.0201190.g006){ref-type="fig"} (Alaska Albers Equal Area Conic using North American 1983 Datum). Two different calculations were used for grid cell catch per unit effort (CPUE). CPUE \#1 is the total crab caught per cell divided by the total pots per cell, thus strings with more pots contribute more to cell CPUE than strings with few pots. CPUE \#2 (mapped in [Fig 3](#pone.0201190.g003){ref-type="fig"}) is the mean CPUE of all points (string midpoints) in a cell, thus all strings contribute equally to cell CPUE.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Comparisons of weighting methods for Getis-Ord hot spot, Gi\* analyses.

Analyses performed on catch per unit effort data from daily fishing logs in the Bristol Bay red king crab fishery. Analyses were conducted using 5 weighting methods: a distance band (*d*) of 20, 10, and 5 km and a neighbor number (*k*) of 20 and 40. Results shown for two sample years, 2005 and 2008. Areas with restrictions on trawling are outlined in red or gray and described in [Fig 1](#pone.0201190.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Annual catch per unit effort (CPUE) and exploitation rate.

CPUE Total is the mean annual CPUE for 2005--2016 using daily fishing log data from the Bristol Bay red king crab fishery, while CPUE 1^st^ 5% is the mean CPUE from the start of the fishery until 5% of the total legal crab in the population were caught each year. Exploitation rate is the percent of legal crab caught each fishing season. Estimates of annual legal crab abundance and exploitation rate were obtained from the 2017 Stock Assessment and Fishery Evaluation Report (scenario 2b) \[[@pone.0201190.ref021]\].

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Autumn versus summer distribution of Bristol Bay red king crab over 2005--2016.

Summer data are from the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) trawl survey and autumn data are from daily fishing logs (this study, [Fig 4](#pone.0201190.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Both datasets show the catch of legal sized male crab only. NMFS trawls are on a grid system, with crab caught per km^2^: x = no catch, small circle = 1--100 crab, medium circle = 101--500 crab, large circle = 501--1,000 crab, and yellow star = \>1,000 crab. A Getis-Ord hot spot analysis was performed on daily fishing log data: red = statistically significant (α \< 0.01) high catch per unit effort (CPUE), blue = statistically significant low CPUE, yellow = not statistically different than the mean, and white = areas where no fishing occurred. Areas with restrictions on trawling are outlined in red or gray and described in [Fig 1](#pone.0201190.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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